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The beautiful line of COSMIC families and supporters holding 
their COSMIC balloons as they strolled through Paddington 
Recreation Ground was a sight not to be missed.

We were very lucky to have lots of volunteers including Princess 
Elsa whose sing-along and dancing lesson went down a treat. 
Miss Ballooniverse joined us again this year with her wonderful 
balloon creations as did Susie the facepainter. Our top 
volunteers, the Paddington Green Police, were also there and 
the children got a chance to explore the riot vans and try on 
some police gear.

We gave away some fabulous prizes at the raffle including 
delicious cupcakes by Wish Upon a Cake, family tickets to 
the Roald Dahl Museum, Kew Gardens, a Medieval Banquet, 
Queen’s Ice & Bowl and Revolution Karting, vouchers for 
some stylish Papouelli kids shoes and of course lots of toys! 
The highlight of the event was Dr Habibi announcing exciting 
news about the refurbishment of the unit and our plans to build 

bespoke parent accommodation for families on PICU.  

In total, you raised an incredible £18,822 making this a record 
year for COSMIC! The funds you raised will be used to buy 
new equipment for the unit and to support families on PICU. 
This year funds raised also meant we were able to buy 2 
transcutaneous monitors which enable Dr Habibi and his team 
to measure changes in the brain and patterns in sleep and 
breathing for children with breathing-related disorders. 

Thank you to everyone who took part, volunteered and donated 
to help us continue saving lives and supporting critically ill 
children and their families. Thank you also to the Austin family 
and friends for joining us in memory of their gorgeous little boy, 
one of our much loved past patients Sam who sadly passed 
away in May. We look forward to seeing you all next year. 

The next COSMIC Walk will be in June 2016 –  
make a note in your diaries!

This year’s annual 5km COSMIC Walk was a huge success –  
we had one of the highest turnouts ever with over 250  
COSMIC supporters, staff, families and children supporting us! 

COSMIC Walk 2015!
What does your role involve?

I am responsible for the administration and collection 
of data on PICU from patient registration to diagnosis 
to discharge. I also deal with aspects of finance such as 
collecting details of parent and family stays in hotels. My 
experience in paediatrics at St Mary’s means that when  
I’m needed I can support the administrative staff across 
the in-patient wards to ensure we work together effectively 
and as a team.

How long have you been at St. Mary’s?

I started working at St Mary’s Hospital 17 years ago 
as a clinical receptionist in the paediatric out-patients 
department. I then moved to the in-patients department 
where I was the ward administrator before becoming a 
manager on PICU.

What’s the most rewarding part of your role?

I believe in contributing the best I can to the quick 
recovery of our patients while making the parents and 
relatives as comfortable as possible. I have learned to put 
myself in the position of the patients and their parents. 
As a parent myself, I like to treat all that come in contact 
with me and my department with respect and dignity, 
meeting individual needs while remaining calm in a tense 
environment. For any parent, having a child in intensive 
care is one of the most difficult situations they will face 
and I believe in providing a safe environment for parents 
by reassuring them that their child is in the best of hands 
and that they will receive the very best care. The fact that 
parents can find the strength to say thank you despite their 
situation and in some cases their loss and grief gives me 
the strength to keep doing what I do.
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Up Close and Personal…
with Sunday Omonuwa –  
PICU Data & Admin Manager
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COSMIC are delighted to announce 
the launch of an exciting new appeal 
and the start of a new chapter for our 
special intensive care unit. 

In partnership with Imperial College 
Healthcare Charity we are about to 
publicly launch the More Smiles Appeal, 
a fundraising campaign to raise funds 
to expand and refurbish our PICU into a 
modern state of the art unit. Our current 
8 bedded unit was last refurbished in 
1996 and at the time was the latest in 
modern medicine but now it’s cramped, 
outdated and simply doesn’t provide 
the environment for us to deliver our 
world class care. It also doesn’t have 
enough beds for the number of critically 

ill children who need intensive care in London and the Home 
Counties. After many months of hard work, plans have been 
approved for a new £10 million 15 bed state of the art unit, 
with better facilities for staff and families alike. The new unit 
will see us almost double our capacity, provide extra isolation 
rooms and a bigger high dependency bay.

COSMIC and ICHC have committed to raise £2m towards 
this exciting redevelopment and help continue to provide 
the very best service to the hundreds of critically ill children 
who require our care each year. Although it’s a large target 
we know from experience that every penny counts whether 
it’s from a company bake sale, a dress down day at school or 
simply through sharing our posts on Facebook and telling your 
friends about the appeal – everyone can help us. For more 

Introducing our More Smiles Appeal
An exciting new phase for St Mary’s Hospital Children’s Intensive Care

a message from COSMIC 
Chairman and PICU founder 
Dr Habibi 
In 1992 I joined St Mary’s Hospital with the task of setting up 
a new children’s intensive care unit (PICU). With one bed, one 
nurse and one consultant (me!) I set about building what was 
to become a state of the art 8 bedded intensive care unit from 
which we operate today. 

We innovated ‘mobile intensive care’ which became the 
national standard for inter-hospital transfer of critically ill 
children. We developed new treatments for conditions 
such as meningitis and septicaemia for which we have the 
lowest mortality rate in the developing world. We have built 
a team of dedicated professionals that provide among the 
highest level of excellence in care found in the country and 
demonstrates some of the best teamwork of any unit. But our 
once modern, state of the art unit has aged, and we are now 
in desperate need of modernisation, more space and more 
beds, as we are turning away over 200 patients each year. 
Quite simply demand is outstripping supply. 

By supporting this appeal, you will be helping us build a new 
unit that will last another 20 years, help us continue to provide 
our exceptional care to thousands more children and build 
upon our legacy of clinical excellence. With your help we will 
give more children the future they deserve, but crucially your 
help will mean more children’s lives saved. Thank you.

information on the appeal and how you can get involved 
please email info@cosmiccharity.org.uk or visit www.
cosmiccharity.org.uk. Help us build an exceptional unit for 
our exceptional care.
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MORE SPACE
MORE BEDS
MORE EQUIPMENT
MORE LIVES SAVED
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Our top fundraiser Julian Cane has this to 
say about his experience: “Our daughter 
was treated at St Mary’s in 2000 and my 
wife and I are forever grateful to the PICU 
team who helped to save her. Having 
gained a place in the ballot, it was the 
easiest decision to try to raise funds for 
COSMIC. 

The ride was great fun. The views were 
very beautiful. There was a large number 
of supporters cheering along the route – 
it really did help! Training was essential. 
I combined commuting and training into 
one! As I became fitter, I extended the 
cycling bit by bit. I rode in two other 
sportives as part of the preparation and 
these gave me the confidence to know 

that I could make the distance. 
Knowing that you’re raising 
money for a great charity is a 
major part of the inspiration 
and helps to get the legs 
pumping along. The team 
at COSMIC were very helpful, giving 
information on training and nutrition, and 
access to experts at Imperial if needed. 
The best tips from the COSMIC team on 
fundraising were sending emails on pay 
day, and not to stop with just one email. 
It can seem embarrassing to persist, but 
people receive so many emails, that one 
on its own might get overlooked. As a 
parent of a former patient I could explain 
very personally the difference that 

COSMIC is able to make, and this 
probably helped with my fundraising. 

If you’re in two minds about applying 
for a place for next year’s event – go for 
it. With the right preparation the event 
is good fun, the training will get you fit 
and you should be able to raise a really 
worthwhile amount for an amazing 
charity.”

PrUDenTIal  
rIDe lOnDOn
This year 13 incredible cyclists made up of past patients’ families, 
friends from our corporate partners CB&I and Marks & Spencer’s, 
and our very own PICU consultant took part in this epic 100 mile 
ride for COSMIC. The team raised over £10,700 by organising a 
range of activities including cake sales, football and table tennis 
tournaments and sharing videos of their training!

BUPa 10,000m
Thank you to the COSMIC runners 
who took to the streets of London 
in May to raise a grand total of 
£11,695.07! We were particularly 
impressed with our team of parents, 
friends from Sainsbury’s Local & The 
Mad Bishop & Bear, hospital staff, 
and friends from Life Change Fitness, 
many of them raising above their 
minimum fundraising target of £200, 
with some reaching over £2,000! 

If you would like to run or ride for 
COSMIC next year please get in 
touch. The ballot for the Prudential 
Ride London closes once 10,000 have 
registered and this is the most sought 
after event in British Cycling so make 
sure you get in quick!  
Email info@cosmiccharity.org.uk for 
more info. 

SanTa rUn 2015 
6th December 
The countdown to Christmas has 
begun! Join COSMIC in celebrating 
this magical time of the year with the 
annual ‘Do It For Charity’ Santa run!

It’s a fun event for all ages and abilities; 
you can walk, jog, run, skip or dance 
around the 5k or 10k routes, whilst taking 
in the beautiful surroundings of Victoria 
Park. Entry comes with a free Santa Suit 
for you to run in and the COSMIC elves 
will be there on the side-lines cheering 
you on! Last year over 4,000 people 
dressed as Santa, including children (and 
pets!) took part in the event to raise 
money for their favourite charities. Come 
and join in the festive cheer at this jolly 
event to support COSMIC.
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For more information on how to sign up for all of the above events please call 0203 312 6175

 DaTe eVenT SUMMarY

31st July  Prudential Ride London   The best cycle event of the year, ride around London 
and take in all the sights of the city!

July (Date TBC)  COSMIC Sky Dive  Take the ultimate leap of faith for COSMIC and  
Skydive for us!

12th & 13th September  Thames Valley Path Challenge  Beautiful scenery that’s steeped in history and a superb 
backdrop for a ‘festival’ of challenges! You can take on 
the full 100km, a 50km half, or a 25km section walk. 
One of the most up and coming events.

23rd & 24th September  Trek Snowdon – the beautiful peak  Join us on this trek to conquer one of the world’s most 
beautiful peaks in Wales 

2015 – 16 

For more information on how to sign up for all of the above events please call 0203 312 6175

 DaTe eVenT SUMMarY

6th December ‘Do It For Charity’ Santa Run  Ho ho ho, run for COSMIC at the jolliest running  
event of the year!

15th December, 7pm  COSMIC Carols by Candlelight   Join COSMIC in celebrating Christmas with the  
  annual carol service!

24th april  London Marathon  Apply for a place at this famous event or help us 
cheer on this year’s COSMIC runners & soak up the 
atmosphere

2nd May   Electric Run   Join this glow in the dark 5k fun run – imagine glow 
sticks, music and an amazing atmosphere.

30th May  Bupa London 10,000m  One of the greatest most scenic running events,  
you don’t want to miss this one!

June   COSMIC Walk, Paddington  COSMIC’s favourite event of the year! A 5k family  
stroll followed by tea and cakes 

20 – 24th July  London to Paris  Join this iconic cycling adventure, see gorgeous sites 
and once you finish at the Eiffel Tower sit back and 
watch the end of the Tour De France. 

Get involved with our fundraising events 
with these dates for your diary! 2016 Get involved with our fundraising events 

with these dates for your diary!



The Goodhew Family’s Story  
Past patient Dexter’s mum Danielle 
shares their PICU experience with us. 

Dexter has always been susceptible 
to chest infections and had previously 
been admitted to hospital. So when he 
developed a cough I took him to our 
GP who checked Dexter over and gave 
him antibiotics. During the afternoon he 
started to get worse so I decided it was 
best to get him seen at the hospital.

My husband Mark was working in America 
so I went to the local A&E. Dexter was 
seen quickly and after a chest X-ray a 
doctor told me it was a chest infection. 
As a precaution they would keep him on 
the ward for some antibiotics and oxygen. 
I felt worried but as this had happened 
before I assumed it would be the same as 
last time and after one night of oxygen we 
would be sent home but as we got onto 
the ward things dramatically changed.

Dexter became more distressed and 
began grunting, it was clear he was really 
struggling to breathe.

Before I knew it the room was full of 
doctors and nurses. I was scared and really 

didn’t know what was going on. They 
tried to bring Dexter’s oxygen sats up 
by using several different machines, but 
it was getting lower and lower. A doctor 
explained to me that they wanted to 
move him and that they would be putting 
Dexter to sleep and on a machine to take 
over his breathing. I spoke to Mark on the 

phone and through tears tried to explain 
what was going on. It was all so hard to 
understand, an hour ago I was telling him 
not to worry and now I was telling him 
Dexter needed a machine to breathe and 
was being moved to an intensive care unit. 

The next few hours were a blur. I was 
shown two X-rays, the first one taken when 
we first got to the hospital and the second 
one had just been taken. Dexter’s lungs 
had almost completely become full with 
the infection. The doctor explained the 
transfer to PICU. I knew nothing about St 
Marys PICU but they advised me it was an 
amazing unit.

The CATS team arrived and allowed me 
to watch and ask questions while they 
worked quickly but calmly. I felt so helpless 
looking at my baby on a ventilator with 
tubes everywhere. They were outstanding 
in the way they patiently prepared Dexter 
for his journey to intensive care. 

We finally arrived at St Marys PICU at 5am 
in the morning. As they settled Dexter 
onto the ward I was taken to the Parents 
Room where a nurse sat with me as I asked 

question after question, I immediately felt 
secure. I was then taken to Dexter while 
I sat by him for what seemed like hours. 
It was going to be a long process to get 
his lungs clear and find out why this had 
happened. 

Mark finally got to the hospital at 11am 
straight from the airport. We were able 
to speak to a doctor to find out the 
plan for Dexter. As we sat by his bed 
worrying about what was going to happen 
and trying not think the worst we were 
constantly being reassured by Dexter’s 
one to one nurse, who never left his room. 
We were reminded that we needed to 
eat with lunch being provided on the 
ward and that afternoon they sorted a 
hotel nearby for us to get some rest, as 
at this point we had both been up over 
24 hours. I have never left Dexter’s side in 
a hospital before but with his wonderful 
nurse providing one to one care and the 
promise of being contacted if anything 
at all changed we felt he was in the best 
possible hands.

Dexter stayed in St Marys PICU for 5 days. 
During this time he saw two amazing 

doctors daily and was cared 
for by over 10 different, but 
equally amazing nurses and 
physios. Each and every 
member of the PICU unit was 
approachable and caring, 
nothing was ever too much.

Dexter was diagnosed with a 
severe chest infection and is 
under our local hospital and 
GOSH for immunology issues. 
He is a normal, happy and 
extremely cheeky 2 year old 
that loves life!

This is the most difficult 
time that we have ever 
been through and we are so 
grateful for all the care that 
we all received at St Marys 
– we have COSMIC to thank 
for that!

You never really know how 
important these services are 
until you need them and 
without these services this 
could be a very different 
story.
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Past patient Steve & Isabelle’s wedding 
earlier this year COSMIC received a request for wedding favours. although this is something new for the charity, 
we were very happy to accommodate. The lovely couple after the favours were Steve & Isabelle. Steve was a 
patient in PICU at the end of 1992 when the unit had only 2 beds! We were thrilled to hear from him & his family 
and to know that after all these years COSMIC is still very close to their hearts. 

When we mentioned to the staff on the 
unit that Steve had been in touch they 
were all very excited to hear that we 
had news from him! We invited Steve 
& family to visit and were delighted to 
welcome them to St Mary’s Hospital in 
March. On their arrival, the COSMIC 
team showed Steve, Isabelle & Steve’s 
mum Karen around the unit. Even after all 
these years coming back to the unit was 
a very emotional experience, as it is for 
every family whose child has been treated 
on PICU, and it brought back many 
memories. Prof Levin then welcomed the 
family, and spent the afternoon catching 
up with them. They also met our Family 
Liaison Sister Helen Avila who was so 
pleased to meet them, having heard lots 
about Steve and his family from staff 
previously on the unit.

Steve spent months in PICU with a very 
rare condition which the team struggled 
to understand and treat. Twenty two years 
later, and after extensive research into this 

condition, Prof Levin was able to share his 
findings with Steve & his family. It really 
helped the family to finally understand 
what had happened to Steve all those 
years ago and they were really touched 
by Prof Levin’s welcome and the time he 
spent with them. It was also very inspiring 
for us and for Steve & Isabelle, who are 
now both doctors themselves to see 
how the research has led to advances in 
medicine and is helping children today.

Steve & Isabelle tied the knot in July 
and we were really touched that they 
remembered us on this very special day. 
The church, venue and bride were all 
breathtakingly beautiful and the couple 
had the perfect day. As well as making a 
donation for wedding favours, they held a 
best man bingo at the wedding breakfast 
raising a further £70! Steve also mentioned 
COSMIC in his speech and the couple’s 
friends kindly donated. Steve & Isabelle 
were delighted with the wedding favours 
and said they were really happy to support 

COSMIC at their wedding as St Mary’s 
PICU had such a large part in Steve’s life. 
The COSMIC Team were humbled that the 
newlyweds chose to begin their married 
life by helping others and are extremely 
grateful for their generosity. We wish Steve 
and Isabelle a wonderful future together 
full of joy and happiness.

We would also like to send a massive 
COSMIC thank you to the lovely Steph 
Sanders who very kindly made and 

donated the wedding 
favours. Thank you so much 
for sharing your skills and for 
all your time Steph! Sending 
you lots of COSMIC love.

“We had what we can only describe as the ‘perfect day’, surrounded by our family and friends. The weather 
allowed us all to enjoy drinks and giant Jenga outside in the sunshine, the venue was decorated with funny 
childhood photos, and our tables were named after the countries we have been lucky enough to visit 
together. The night even ended with an impromptu dance off! The day was truly magical, and we loved our 
honeymoon in Croatia. It meant so much to us to have COSMIC involved in our special day.” 
            Steve & Isabelle
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Aldwyck were 
introduced to 
us by Antonia 
Parsons, who 
nominated us 

for their charity of the year partnership, 
after her daughter Louise was treated by 
COSMIC back in 1996. Aldwyck Housing 
Group provide affordable homes and 
supported housing and care services 
to communities across the south east. 
We are looking forward to working with 
Aldwyck in 2015.

 
 
Barrat David Wilson North 

Thames provide homes across North 
Thames. The company chose COSMIC 
as their charity of the year following a 
staff vote, the team already have a full 
calendar of activities planned for the 
year, including a team cycle ride.

Greene & Co
Greene and Co kicked off 
their charity of the year 
partnership with COSMIC by 
raising funds at the Crouch 
End Fun Run & Festival where 
they held a cake sale, fun fair 
games and an amazing raffle. 
The day was a great success 
with lots of sunshine, family 
fun and music. The next big 
event was a Golf Day jointly 
sponsored by Greene & Co 
and Nicholas & Co, held at the 
prestigious Brockett Hall. Over 10 teams 
took part with players taking on extra 
challenges throughout the day including 
the ‘nearest to the pin’ competition to 
raise money for COSMIC. The event 
ended with dinner and speeches from 
Greene & Co and COSMIC. Thank you 
to everyone who donated and helped 
make the day a great success. 

Santander 

A huge thank you to the Santander 
Foundation and the Paddington Branch 
who donated £5,000 towards our 
Family Liaison Fund to help us support 
hundreds of children and families going 
through one of the most difficult times 
in their lives. Thank you to Beverley and 
Shiv who helped secure the donation – 

pictured handing over the 
cheque to PICU consultant Sabeena. 

Zendesk 

COSMIC were very honoured to be part 
of the launch of the Zendesk Neighbour 
Foundation, the charitable arm of the 
company. The Foundation aims to 
expand the company’s commitment to 
being a good neighbour by addressing 

poverty, homelessness and healthcare, 
improving education and promoting 
gender equality, development, and 
technical literacy. As part of the launch 
we heard from Mikkel Svane, the 
Founder of Zendesk and representatives 
from the charities. The COSMIC team 
were thrilled to be presented with 
a cheque for £16,000 toward the 
refurbishment of the COSMIC unit. 
Thank you Zendesk for being a truly 
wonderful neighbour.

CB&I
COSMIC are very fortunate to have 
the support of CB&I our dedicated 
corporate partner based in Paddington. 
This year the team have 
surpassed themselves organising 
a wide variety of fundraising 
activities including a football 
& table tennis tournament, a 
Diversity Day and assembling 
a team of staff to cycle for 
COSMIC in the Prudential Ride 
London. 

Vicky and Ilsen from COSMIC 
attended the Diversity Day 
which featured foods from 
across the globe, interesting 

talks, henna tattooing, quizzes, and an 
amazing raffle. The day was organised 
by the Women’s Leadership Network 
and raised a fantastic £863.50 for 
COSMIC, which the company then 
matched funded. Thank you CB&I for 
your amazing support. 

Towergate 
A huge thank you to Towergate who 
organised their annual golf day in aid 
of COSMIC. The event has gone from 
strength to strength over the years, and 
this year is no exception with the day 
raising a fantastic £1,000. Thank you 
Towergate for your continued support. 

Corporate Fundraising
We are delighted to announce two new corporate partners aldwyck Housing  
Group and BDW north Thames in Watford. 
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Team Awesome
In August the incredible Team Awesome 
swam the length of Loch Awe, the longest 
fresh water lake in Great Britain – that’s 
26 miles! Despite the freezing water and 
battling Pike, the team of student nurses 
from St Mary’s Hospital PICU completed 
their swim in 3 days to raise an amazing 
£3,185! We’re sure the strength and 
commitment they showed in completing 
this challenge is manifested in their work 
too and they will make excellent nurses. 
All the best with your careers Team 
Awesome.

Bethany Traill & Georgia Freeman 
Earlier this year Bethany whose younger 
sister was treated on our unit, and her 
best friend Georgia took on a tandem 
skydive! Diving thousands of feet through 
the air, the girls raised an incredible 
£2,511 for COSMIC’s Family Support 
Fund to help our 
Family Liaison Nurse 
& Bereavement 
Councillor look 
after our COSMIC 
families. Thank you 
so much girls.

Daniel Toussaint 
Daniel is another brave fundraiser that 
participated in a tandem skydive shortly 
after his 16th birthday to thank COSMIC 
for looking after his niece Emmie-
Rae. In total, Daniel raised a fantastic 
£806.00! Describing the experience his 
sister Hannah added “Dan jumped on a 
beautifully clear day from 13,000 feet. 

Terrified to say the least but he was 
absolutely thrilled with  
the experience. We  
are very proud of him.”  
Thank you Daniel.

Stascia Warr
Stascia’s baby boy Murry  
spent weeks in PICU fighting for his life 
and sadly passed away in 2012. In 
February this year Stascia was diagnosed 
with stage 3 breast cancer. Despite the 
hardships Stascia and her family have 
faced she has shown exceptional strength 
and courage. Knowing that she would 
lose her hair, Stascia chose to do a head 
shave before beginning her chemotherapy 
treatment to raise an incredible £845.44 
for COSMIC. We were touched that even 
at such a difficult time Stascia thought of 
others – her courage and selflessness are 
an inspiration. Thank you so much Stascia. 
We wish you all the best with your 
treatment and for the future.

BraVeST FUnDraISerS OF 2015
The COSMIC unit treats over 400 brave babies and children every year from whom our amazing COSMIC 
fundraisers take their inspiration for fundraising challenges which require courage and determination. a huge thank 
you to all of you who jumped out of your comfort zones and embraced new experiences to support us in 2015. 

COSMIC loves connecting with all of 
its supporters, whether that’s through 
Twitter, Facebook, linkedin or Pinterest! 
Please get connected with us, and you will 
be able to stay even more up to date with 
our news and fun!

Connect with us  Top Tweets:
Some of the recent top tweets to @cosmiccharity:

John Paul Bedwell 12:53pm 25 May 2015 
Great #BUPA10k run today with 12,000 others. 
London at its finest. Running this year to raise money 
for the fantastic @cosmiccharity

Greene and Co.  7.22pm 14 June 2015 
Some of our lovely staff volunteering their time at 
the #CosmicWalk this afternoon #CharityOfTheYear 
@cosmiccharity

Mikkel Svane  2:24pm 15 June 2015  
Thank you @cosmiccharity for having me today. 
Heartening and heartbreaking at the same time. 
Thanks for letting @Zendesk play a tiny role 

Becki O’Connor 10.23pm 21 June 2015  
Supporting @cosmiccharity @SCWeek2015 
#Ilovesmallcharities 

Tom Moulton 12.35pm 9 August 2015  
Loch Awe Swam, 26 freezing miles! All for the 
amazing @cosmiccharity you can still chip in 
justgiving.com/loch-awesome/

Twitter: @cosmiccharity
Facebook: www.facebook.com/cosmiccharity.org.uk
linkedIn: www.linkedin.com: search COSMIC  
(Children of St Mary’s Intensive Care)
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/cosmiccharity
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COSMIC Carols by Candlelight
The COSMIC Carol Service is back and set to be bigger and better than ever this year! The service is a very  
special event in the COSMIC events calendar bringing together COSMIC families, staff and supporters to  
celebrate the festive season and we have an exciting new line-up of activities for the evening.

This year the COSMIC Carols by 
Candlelight will be held in a magical 
candle-lit setting. The Imperial College 
Choir will be singing a beautiful selection 
of your seasonal favourites and our 
2014 corporate partner UKTV will be 
sending their very own staff choir to get 
you into the festive spirit. Santa Claus 
has promised to make an appearance 
and there will be a dedicated children’s 
corner with activities and lots of 
Christmas goodies. 

After the carols we will continue the 
festive spirit with some drinks, mince 
pies and Christmas cake! The raffle 
proved especially popular last year and 
there will be some enormous family 
hampers and spectacular prizes up for 
grabs! There will also be a COSMIC 
post-box where the children (and adults) 
can write their letters to Santa and send 
a COSMIC wish. 

Another addition to the service is the 

COSMIC Superstar competition, a 
chance for you to nominate your 
superstar of 2015. Maybe you’d like to 
nominate your little ones for a successful 
year at school, or someone who has 
taken on a new challenge or gone 
the extra mile to help others. Send a 
£5 donation to COSMIC naming your 
nominee and include a short paragraph 
describing why they are your superstar. 
The COSMIC Team will select a winner 

who will be named in 
the event programme 
and receive a gift 
from us! Send your 
nominations in by Friday 1st December. 
All nominations will be displayed on our 
Superstars of 2015 board at the service. 

Taking place at 7pm on Tuesday 15th 
December at the beautiful St Matthew’s 
Church in Bayswater the carol service 
is an event not to be missed! Buy your 
tickets on page 19.

Christmas Cards
Order your Christmas cards from COSMIC and help us 
raise money and spread awareness of a cause close to 
your heart.

This year we have 4 new designs! Pack of 10 cards 
(same design) are sold for £4 each, or two packs for £7.

To order your COSMIC Christmas cards, please 
complete and return the form on the back page.

Carols by Candlelight Ticket Form
Adults: £8, OAPs/Students/Children (ages 7-16): £5
Children aged 6 and under go free!

I would like to order          adult tickets  
and           children/OAP/student tickets

Total £

■ I enclose a cheque* (payable to “COSMIC”) *preferred method of payment

■ I would like to pay by card (please complete your credit card 
details below)

Name:

Address:     

   Postcode:

Phone no.:             Email:

Card no:    

Start date:   Expiry date:

3 digit Security code: Issue number:

Name on Card:  

Signature:    Date:

Your tickets will be posted to your home address; further details of 
the event will be sent to your email address so please provide both. 
Please return your completed form to: COSMIC (Children of St Mary’s 
Intensive Care), St Mary’s Hospital, Room 31, Ground Floor Salton 
House, South Wharf Road, London W2 1BL

You can also buy your tickets online at: 
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/cosmic-christmas-concert-2015-
tickets-18227505961

CHrISTMaS CarDS

Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Design 4



 

Getting in touch 
Tel: 020 3312 6175 Or 020 3312 6179 email: info@cosmiccharity.org.uk Web: www.cosmiccharity.org.uk

 

■ Please add me to the COSMIC Events Mailing List.  
■ Please tick this box if you would like to receive this newsletter by email (Please fill in email address below)
■ I would like to make a donation of £  
■ I enclose a cheque (payable to “COSMIC”) – preferred    
■ I would like to pay by card. Please note we can only accept card payments over £10 (please complete your credit / debit card details below)

Name:

Address:          Postcode:

Phone no.:      Email:

■ Yes, I would like to save COSMIC money and help the environment by receiving the COSMIC Newsletter by email (please complete your full details above)

Christmas Cards (see page 19 for designs) £4 per pack, £7 for 2 packs. I would like to order:

■ Design 1, Quantity               ■ Design 2, Quantity               ■ Design 3, Quantity               ■ Design 4, Quantity            

Total £                          

Card no:       Start date:    Expiry date:

3 digit Security code:     Issue number:

Name on Card:  

Signature:       Date:

■ Please tick here if you would like to request a Direct Debit form
■ Please contact me about holding a collection at a London Station – email address above
■ Please tick if you want the COSMIC to treat your donation as a Gift Aid donation.
If you are a UK tax payer, COSMIC can reclaim tax on your donation (provided that you pay an amount of income tax and/or capital gains tax at least 
equal to the tax that the charity reclaims on your donations in the tax year – currently 25p for each £1 you give!)

COSMIC (Children of St Mary’s Intensive Care)
St Mary’s Hospital, Room 31 Salton House, South Wharf Road, London W2 1BL
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